Redskin Team Receives Much National Publicity

That nationwide interest is being taken in the University of Utah football team is seen in the following letter from a Utah alumnus on the west coast:

"... Utah has had a lot of publicity here this year. The enclosed front page story about the Utah team is from the third largest paper in Southern California. The clipping enclosed is written by the L. A. Examiner sports editor, advising that a Utah-U. S. C. game would be a fine drawing card. "I hope Utahns see the advisability of scheduling an inter-sectional game."—N. M. Huscher.

The front page story mentioned above appeared in the Long Beach Press-Telegram and called attention to many of Utah's star grid-}

s

The Chronicle has been the recipient of many letters from all parts of the country asking about the Utah team and complimenting it for its remarkable record.